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内容の要旨 (Abstract)

?Computational electrocardiogram (ECG)analysis is one of the most crucial topics ini
:ardiovascular research domain especially in identifying the abnormalities of hearti
二onditions through cardiac arrhythmia symptom.Each symptom consists of its own uniqui
:haracteristic and the complexity to characterize various types of abnormalities is one o

he big cha11enges in this study.Hence,the difficulties in identifying an early stage o:

+eart diseases symptom due to random behaviour and rare appearance in time series hasi
)roven a challenge to create the solution towards the detection of the symptom.Previousi
?studies have tried to solve this issue and some of them achieved the discrimination with ai
igh degree of accuracy.However,the accuracies never reach 100%.Hence,the complexi

1identifying the disease is huge.In addition,no research has achieved it in a longi
uration time frame,e.g.12 hourB,of ECG data.Therefore,this dissertation tries ti
is dissertation, an efficient,quick and highl

ensitive computationalintelligence to accurately detect abnormalities of a heartl
:ondition based on Arrhythmia symptom is proposed.The proposed mechanism consists o

.wo primary components,namely an efficient Arrhythmia detection using autocorrelationi
nd statistical approach,and hybrid mechanism to detect Paroxysmal stage of Atriali
brillation using adaptive threshold-based algorithm with Artificial Neural.Therear1
wo main concerns for each study.For the first study,the detection of heart conditio

bnormalities should be simple and with the capability to detect abnormalities regardlessi
f the symptom's origin6Next,for the second study,the focus is more on the design of

ery sensitive mechanism to detectthe abnormalities at early stage namely thei
'aroxysmal stage of the Atrial Fibrillation.How to deal with the complexity of the diseasi

ehaviour at an early stage and the visual representation of the outcome to classify thei
isease are the two of main concerns in this study.
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n the first study,an Efficient Arrhythmia Detection Using Autocorrelation and Statistical
pproach is proposed.This study proposes an autocorrelation method with K-Neares

eighbor (KNN)classifier method to accurately and robustly detect 14 types o
rrhythmia symptom regardless of the origin of the symptom in a long hour data.

[oreover,variability analysis based on periodic autocorrelation result is proposed andi
sed for the classification procedure.1 minute and 12 hours duration data are chosen to

ompare and signify the most suitable time duration to detect the Arrhythmia symptom.i
is a result of the proposed method performance evaluation,it is revealed that the
ccuracy of 95.5%in discriminating Arrhythmia from Normal Sinus data is achieved.
urthermore,it is confirmed that by utilizing the autocorrelation result in long hour data

an help generalize the abnormalities5characteristic of heart condition like Arrhythmiai
ymptom.It is concluded that the proposed method can be useful to diagnose
bnormalities of a heart condition at any stage.
Secondly,the Hybrid Mechanism to Detect Paroxysmal Stage of Atrial Fibrillatio
ising Adaptive Threshold-based Algorithm with Artificial Neural Network is proposed.Ⅰ
?his study,a new mechanism called

Door-to-Door"algorithm is introduced to accuratel;

[nd quickly detect the significant peaks of heart cycle in 12 hours ECG data and toi
liscriminate obvious Preliminary stage of Atrial Fibri11ation rhythms from Normal Sinus

hythms.In addition,a quantitative method using Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
hich discriminates unobvious Paroxysmal stage of AtrialFibrillation rhythms fro

丁ormal Sinus rhythms is investigated.As a result of Door-to-Door algorithm performancei
valuation,it is revealed that the Door-to-Door algorithm achieves the accuracy of 100%

n detecting the significant peaks of heart cycle in 17 NormalSinus ECG data.i
urthermore,it is verified that the ANN'based method achieves the accuracy of 100%i

idiscriminating the Paroxysmal stage of 15 Atrial Fibrillation data from 17 Normal Sinusi
ata.Therefore,it is confirmed that the computational time to perform the propose1
echanism is less than the half of the previous study.

As concretely presented in this study,the proposed mechanism not only accuratelyi
etects the abnormalities of the heart condition based on Arrhythmia symptom but alsoi
?educes the complexity in identifying the symptom with small and simple parameter.
?Consequently,it is concluded that this research can contribute to the medical field as one

f the best technologies in diagnosing abnormalities of heart condition as early stage asi
aroxysmal stage of Atrial fibrillation.

